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Computer Studio/Extension Studio Users Manual 

 

General Information 

 

Computer Studio 

 

 The Computer Studio is equipped with 18 Sun Ultra 10 workstations each with a 

compatible IBM PC card installed.  The Studio will accommodate a maximum of 36 students.  

An identical workstation is available for the Instructor inside the Instructors Console.  This 

workstation has a ZIP100 drive installed.  All workstations have 2 laptop network connections.  

These are the BLUE RJ-45 jacks.  The students must provide their own connection cables to 

these jacks. 

 

 There are 4 projectors available.  The 2 outside projectors are Sharp E1200U units rated 

at 600 lumens with a maximum resolution of 1024 x 768.  The 2 inside projectors are JVC DLA-

G11U units rated at 1000 lumens with a maximum resolution of 1280 x 1024 to handle the 

higher resolution of the Sun Ultra 10 workstations.  The projectors and their inputs are controlled 

by an integrated touch screen control system. 

 

View of Computer Studio Touch Screen Control 

 
 The Instructors Console has 2 visual presenters.  One is an Elmo EV-500AF used for 

writing lecture notes.  This unit has TV quality and a faster refresh rate.  The other unit is a 

Samsung SVP-6000N with computer video output and a maximum resolution of 1280 x 1024.  

The video refresh rate is slower.  The Samsung should be set to XGA (1024 x 768) for normal 

operation due to the limitations of the Sharp E1200U projectors. 
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  There also is a Sharp LC-121M2U color lcd monitor on the Instructors Console for observing 

the output of the visual presenters without the need for looking at the projector screens.  

 The Instructors Console also has a Panasonic PV-Vs4820 VCR, a CD player, an 

integrated audio system, plus connections for laptop video output to the projectors.  Laptop 

network connections are also available. 

 

 There are two switchers located to the right of the Touch Screen Control.  The top 

switcher is a 4 input Extron SW4 VGAxi computer video switcher.  This is the laptop/Sun PC 

select.  Normal position is #4 for the Sun Ultra 10.  The bottom switcher is a Extron SW6 SV 

MX 6 input/2 output S-video switcher.  This selects the normal S-video to the Console monitor 

or the output from communications camera CAM1.  The normal position is #1.  Position #2 is 

used to setup the position of CAM1 to project the Instructors image on the remote Console 

Monitor in the Extension Studio or the White Board behind the Instructor to the Remote Sharp 

projector in 6314JEC.  For the White board to display on the Remote Sharp, you must turn on the 

Elmo and select Ext AV1 input . 

 

 There is a Speaker A/B select located to the lower right of the Instructors Console. This 

allows you to send audio to 6314JEC (B) in addition to 6309JEC (A).  These switches are 

selected when in and de-selected when out.  When using the wireless mike in the Combined 

Studio mode, de-select the 6309JEC (A) speakers.   

 

 There is a Canon VC-C3 communications camera (CAM1 for 6309 and CAM2 for 6314) 

mounted in both the Computer Studio, 6309JEC and the Extension Studio, 6314JEC.  There is a 

Sharp LC-121M2U color lcd monitor on each of the Instructors Console.  This allows 2-way 

communication between the instructor in 6309 and the students in 6314 during combined mode.  

The cameras are controlled from the 6309 Touch Control Screen.  You can also send the White 

Board image to 6314JEC. 

 

Extension Studio 

 

 The Extension Studio is equipped with 8 Sun Ultra 10 workstations each with a 

compatible IBM PC card installed.  The Studio will accommodate a maximum of 16 students.  

An identical workstation is available for the Instructor inside the Instructors Console.  This 

workstation has a ZIP100 drive installed.  All workstations have 2 laptop network connections.  

These are the BLUE RJ-45 jacks.  The students must provide their own connection cables to 

these jacks. 

 

 There are 2 projectors available.  The inside projector is a Sharp PG-D210U unit rated at 

1000 lumens with a maximum resolution of 1280 x 1024.  The outside projector is a JVC DLA-

G11U unit rated at 1000 lumens with a maximum resolution of 1280 x 1024 to handle the higher 

resolution of the Sun Ultra 10 workstations and be identical to the Computer Studio. 

 

 The Instructors Console has 1 visual presenter.  This unit is a Samsung SVP-6000N with 

computer video output and a maximum resolution of 1280 x 1024.  The video refresh rate is 

slower. 
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 The Instructors Console also has a Panasonic PV-VS4820VCR and connections for 

laptop video output to the projectors.  Laptop network connections are also available.  These are 

the BLUE RJ-45 jacks. 

 

 The projectors are controlled manually when used as a stand-alone studio.  The JVC 

projector is called Remote JVC and the Sharp projector is called Remote Sharp when both 

studios are used together.  The remote controls are illustrated below.  The normal setting for the 

Sharp projector  remote control is data1, which selects the Samsung to be displayed.  The normal 

settings for the JVC projector remote control  is Computer 2, which selects the Sun Ultra 10 to 

be displayed.  Selecting  JVC Video Y/C selects the VCR for display.  The Sharp LC-121M2U 

monitor display is set to AV1 for 2 way communication when used in the Combined Studio 

mode.  It is not used during stand-alone studio mode. 

 

Note that there are two switches that control the direction of video inputs to the projectors 

located to the right of the console monitor.  These switches determine whether the Extension 

studio operates as stand-alone or as a combined studio.  One switch selects the Sun Ultra 10 PC 

in 6314JEC or inputs from 6309 JEC to the JVC projector.  The second switch selects the 

Samsung visual presenter in 6314JEC or inputs from 6309 JEC to the Sharp Projector. 

 

Combined Studio 

 

 Both studios can be controlled from the Computer Studio Touch Control Screen to form a 

large, 52 seat, studio.  To do this, you must first select the mode by putting the 2 projector 

control switches, located in 6314JEC, to 6309JEC.   

 

 The Instructor has the ability to communicate with both studios simultaneously.  Through 

the use of a wireless microphone, the Instructor can talk to the students in the Extension Studio.  

De-select Cstudio (A) speaker switch.   
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Sharp LC-121M2U Remote Control Unit 
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Sharp LC-121M2U Monitor Display Selection 

 
 

 

 

Sharp PG-D210U Remote Control Unit 
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